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• My knowledge about immigrants in Europe 

•   

• During my High-school years we all had to do research and scientific work on one particular subject. I chose 
history as my main topic and went through historical events that happened in Latvia during 20th Century. I 
analysed how these events affected my family members – careers, personal lives and locations where they 
lived. I viewed old documents, did several interviews with the eldest and the youngest members of my family 
and found more information about my grandfathers sister who had emigrated to U.S.A during Soviet times in 
Latvia.  

• She still lives there in America, in Chicago. Her name is Valda Gaišs – Dundurs and she was born on year 1926 
when there were a lot of changes in Latvia and Soviet army was in charge/ ruled over with Bolshevik Pēteris 
Stučka as the leader. It was the war and Soviet rule that made Valda cross the ocean and find better life for 
herself and her husband there. Valda emigrated when she was just married to Jā is Dundurs in year 1944. 
Valda’s hus a d Jā is was a scientist and when he did some research or exchange program with delegations in 
America they travled to Russia and sometimes made a little stop to Latvia as well. But then it was impossible 
to meet them, since it was risky and unsafe. Especially for a person who had been a legionary like my 
grandfather Ēriks.  Valda’s gra d hildre  a  ot speak Lat ia  a d her 3 daughters married Ameri a s, ut 
she herself still to this day remembers Latvian language and my grandmother still writes letters to her in the 
old fashioned way and they exchange with greeting cards during different celebrations. 

• The first time my grandfather, his parents and my mother could meet Valda and Jā is was in year 1971, but 
still the  they ere spied o  a d they ere ’t allo ed to go far from Riga, just e ause they ere Ameri a s 

ith hom So iet U io  had „Cold War” ith. Whe  Jā is Dundurs Valda’s hus a d  ame to Lat ia after 
proclamation of freedom, he went back crying because over seas there was new life waiting for him, but here 
– his motheland. After that he never came back because it was too painful for him to remember all that had 
happened. 

• The last time that Valda has been to Latvia was in year 1997 when I was jsut two years old and she met with 
my mother, brother and sister. I was in kindergarten at that time. 

  



 

• War and after the war time generation people in my family were led by different beliefs 
– different occupation power supporters, either different political power and 
governmental sufferers, and calmly order executors. 

• My grandfather Miķelis was supporter of soviet power and ideology, who fell in the fight 
against the German army troops in 1942 near Liepaja. But his wife Olga during the war 
time was working in cafe that was located in basement under the scientific library of 
Liepaja. Despite her husband's "merit" for the favor of Communist Party, for the work in 
German cafe she was deported to Siberia. 

• Other grandfather Fricis and his sons in the years after war expressed non-violent 
resistance forced upon after war ideology. Their quiet insubordination manifested 
retelling and disseminating unauthorized information, making disguised operations from 
the representatives of the power. In result grandfather Fricis with his wife and sons Otto 
and Valdemārs were deported, but each to the different place (one of them was 
Arkhangelsk Gulag camp). 

• After coming back to homeland, with their power of will, wit, healthy point of view on 
life, our family always has been inspiring example of how to overcome everyday 
difficulties. 

• They did not save the bitterness of their fate, but with their beliefs, vitality, optimistic 
outlook on life and love of nearest is a true example for young people. 



 

• Whe  the World War II started I as still a little girl. I  94  the russians invaded the country, 2 weeks 
they marched into the territory, using heavy trucks, cannons and horses. It happened straight for 2 weeks 
without stopping. 

• Lost balance - My family was neither rich nor poor but over the years everything got better and better till 
suddenly everything collapsed, everything that was ordinary and a commonplace suddenly was lost. 

• Living in fear - the first e il deed hat as perso ally it essed duri g the ar as he  y oldest sister s 
hus a d as shot dead o ly e ause he did ot a t to tell a ythi g a out his o rades to the Chekist  
formation. 

•   

•  So ethi g a out Checkist  for atio s pu li  o er – music was broadcasted there day and night, so that 
nobody could hear the cries and screams. It was a truly  

• After the russians, the germans a e. They ere like saviours . 
• When the germans arrived in our territory, it seemed like the God itself has rescued us and that finally we 

are free.  

• About the germans this needs to be said – horrifying things they had done to the jews. Yes, it was a crime. 
Though in relation with them and Latvians then there were no horrifying stories to be heard about a 
homicide or violence which would have been done by a german soldier to a latvian citizen. I was 11 or so 
years old and when I was home alone and the german soldiers came, all they asked for whenever we had 
eggs or maybe a piece of bacon at home. 

•   

• At the time when fellow latvians started to leave the country we did not want to leave like them. We had 
not even thought about leaving. We wanted to stay in Europe.  

• There as a hope that Allied Allies  ill ake the russians leave the country and that we could return to 
Lat ia after this ut it e er happe ed. I re e er that there as a radio essage a out Potsda s 
conference and after hearing that Baltic countries have been given to Russia, became suddenly deaf for a 
whole day. 

• In 1951 we had to flee to USA, there was no other choice. That is how I ended up living there for more than 
half of my life. I came back to Latvia only a few years ago and also only because of the circumstances in my 
family. 


